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.... Call on 4/20....  
*status of inspections (tubesheet plus point inspections) - overall 49% complete..Con Ed indicates that 

data acquisition should be by completed by the weekend.  
*The cold leg plus point inspection (sample size is 20%) are done. Con Ed is continuing data analysis 
and have not yet determined if any expansion of the cold leg sample will be performed.  
*Con Ed proposed to do insitu testing of two row two tubes and one row 3 tube in the 21 SG. While 

Emmett was hestitant to comment on the limited sample, I inferred that he felt the sample size was too 
small.  
*Cass Dodd, NRC contractor will be at the site beginning Tuesday and will leave Friday. Laura Dudes will 
support from the region.  

.... Call on 4/19 ......  
"*status of inspections (tubesheet plus point inspections) - overall 41% complete 
"* based on six cold leg pit indications, NRR indicated they were going to "do some homework" on the 

appropriateness of expanding the cold leg inspection. Currently Con Ed is doing 20% cold leg and 100% 
hot leg. NRR will provide some feed back tomorrow.  
* Emmett provided the reasons why information from insitu testing of the row 2 tubes and possible some 
row 3 tube would be useful. Con Ed will consider this information in determining whether they will do 
insitu testing.  
* Emmett provide an initial impression on the root cause analysis. The RCA leaves many questionsf 
unanswered. Specifics were provided, and Con Ed will be looking at some of the comments.  

The Region should be getting the RCA in the mail shortly.
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